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A QUICK INTRODUCTION
A truly “bossed up” bio is your secret weapon in creating dynamite first
impression.
Whether you’re building a business, branching out what you do, or you’re active in
your community and want to reach more people, you can use our bio with an
existing website or in place of a website. It can replace a boring list of links and
wow potential customers with a modern, professional first impression. Your bio
will guide your ideal client to what you have to sell and help you create an online
home base, so people can get to know you and what you have to offer.
If you've thought, “what should I put in my mini-site?”, this step-by-step worksheet
is for you.
This worksheet walks you through the elements available in our Pro version,
but you can get started with our free version or simply use this worksheet to
organize your message, links, and promo ideas for any project!

SNAPPY BRAND STATEMENT
If you ever struggle to answer the question, “What do you do?” then download our
free workbook here! We want to help you craft a Snappy Brand Statement that
makes people take notice and want to learn more about what you do! If you’ve
already written your brand statement, you’ll want to refer to it as you plan your
content.
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The 5 Sections of a Bossed Up Bio
Use this workbook as a guide to help you plan, write, and organize your content.

SECTION 1:
VIDEO + INTRODUCTION
In this section, you’ll wow people with an introduction and a
short message.
With a 10-second video clip, you’ll make an impression and
let people immediately connect with the real you. Either
upload an existing video clip or record one right here!
Not confident on camera quite yet? You can create a video
clip of you showing off a product.
Introduce yourself and how you help people. While your bio
is about you, it’s really about everyone you serve….so let
them know they’re in the right place and you’re the right
person to help them.

WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:

(OPTIONAL) BUTTON:
Do you know the next step for your ideal client to engage with you?
If you have a link for them to take action, add it here.
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SECTION 2: UNLIMITED LINKS
Although our plans have unlimited links, you want to guide
your ideal customer to the links that matter most.
Identify your most important links/content. We suggest using
2-6 links to test out.
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:

SECTION 3: CAROUSEL
Skies the limit with your carousel slider! You can showcase
your favorite products, your online store, before/after
photos, blog posts, a podcast, and more!
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:
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SECTION 3:
ADDITIONAL CAROUSEL
Skies the limit with your carousel slider! You can showcase
your favorite products, a store, before/after photos, blog
posts, and more!
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:

SECTION 3:
ADDITIONAL CAROUSEL
Skies the limit with your carousel slider! You can showcase
your favorite products, a store, before/after photos, blog
posts, and more!
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:
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SECTION 4:
SOCIAL PROOF OR YOUR MISSION
When it comes to creating trust with someone, having
recommendations, testimonials, or results can got a long
way with establishing a relationship.A few ideas:If you’ve
been featured by a publication, blog, or organization, you
could put that here. Did someone rave about how you
helped them? Include their testimonial and their preferred
photo! (always ask permission)Have a mission statement
that drives you? You could put that here too!
WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE:

SECTION 5: VIRTUAL BIZ CARD
This is your Virtual Business Card. People can snap a
screenshot to keep on their phones.
You can upload your favorite profile photo here or your logo.
One of our favorite things about the BossLady Bio is that
people can simply tap on your phone number to call you
right from inside the app!
Include your business card details here. (All are optional and
anything you leave blank won’t show up.)
Don’t have other social media accounts? No problem. Only
the ones that you include links for will show up.
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NEED MORE HELP?
Head over to our BossLady Bio Help Center where all of
our knowledge is right at your fingertips. Find answers, get
help, or submit a ticket.

ARE YOU A DIRECT SELLER?
If you are a Direct Seller and would like a more
specialized guide you can get our free Guide to Boss Up
Your Bio for Direct Sellers here).

SNAPPY BRAND STATEMENT
If you ever struggle to answer the question, “What do you do?” then download
our free workbook here! We want to help you craft a Snappy Brand Statement
that makes people take notice and want to learn more about what you do! If
you’ve already written your brand statement, you’ll want to refer to it as you
plan your content.

LET'S CONNECT
facebook.com/bossladybio/
instagram.com/bossladybio/
facebook.com/MsnEntrepreneur/
instagram.com/MsnEntrepreneur/
pinterest.com/msnentrepreneur/
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